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Programable digitizers are employed in the data ac-
quisition (DAQ) system of the PANDORA project.1)

The aim of the PANDORA project is to build a neu-
tron detection system with real-time neutron-gamma
discrimination capability for the study of (p,n) reac-
tions. We use a very low energy threshold to avoid
loss of neutron events. This increases the background
counting rate. For a high beam intensity, this can be
a problem. In this work, stress tests were performed
to confirm the system works with high trigger rates for
future (p,n) experiments.

CAEN 730-series is a family of 14-bit, 500 M Sam-
ples/s Flash ADC Waveform Digitizers.2) According
to the manual,3) the speed of data transfer through an
optical fiber from the digitizers to a computer is up to
80 MB/s. The DPP-PSD (digital pulse processing for
the pulse shape discrimination) firmware4) is capable
for our purpose. A parameter corresponding to the
particle type can be calculated in the firmware and a
threshold can be set to filter events.5) The digitizer can
be configured to dump the waveform (waveform mode)
or to dump only the time and charge information (list
mode). Stress tests were conducted for both modes.

The hardware configuration for the tests is shown
in Fig. 1. To suit the experimental situation of ac-
quiring data from at least 15 PANDORA scintilator
bars (each has signal on both side) and some auxil-
liary detectors, we combined two 16-channel modules
(V1730B) and one 8-channel module (V1730D) using
a daisy chain. Each digitizer was configured to “paired
mode,” in which one digitizer is triggered only if both
channels of a pair, e.g. ch0 and ch1, are triggered. A
LUPO(Logic Unit for Programmable Operation) mod-
ule6) was used to generate a 62.5 MHz signal to syn-
chronize the three boards. Test input signals were gen-
erated from a pulser. We used a software called dig-
iTES developed by CAEN7) to control the digitizers
and to acquire data. Originally, with digiTES, only
boards that were of exactly the same model could be
used together. We modified the program for using dif-
ferent boards. Other conditions for the stress test is
shown in Table 1 along with the results.

For the waveform mode test, we configured the dig-
itizer to acquire waveforms with 300 sampling points
for each pulse. In this configuration, the digitizer can
work with a low inefficiency up to 10 kHz input pulse
frequency. This corresponds to a data transfer rate of
24 MB/s. As some events have already been lost in
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10 Hz test, we can assume that the maximium data
transfer speed is under 24 MB/s. This is only 30%
of the 80 MB/s marked in the manual. We will work
around this issue as the waveform can help us improve
the charge and time resolution in future applications.

For the list mode test, the digitizers can work fine
under a trigger rate of 10 kHz. However, higher rates
such as 100 kHz are too much for digitizers. Based
on the result of the 100 kHz test, we can expect the
maximium inefficiency-free trigger rate for digitizers to
be around 36 kHz.
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Fig. 1. Hardware diagram for the digitizers stress test.

Table 1. Result of stress testing.

acquiring number of Pulser live time(%)
mode channels frequency(kHz)

waveform 4 ∼ 10 92.3
4 ∼ 200 <5

list 40 ∼ 2 99.9
40 ∼ 10 100.0
40 ∼ 100 36.0
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Development of a high resolution neutron detector HIME
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A high-granularity neutron detector array HIME
is newly designed for multiple-neutron detection with
good timing and position resolution as well as high effi-
ciency. The high granularity enables us to perform the
tracking of recoiled protons produced by (n, p) elastic
scattering and knockout reactions such as 12C(n, np),
cleanly eliminating neutron crosstalk background by
using the kinematics and causality of (n, p) elastic scat-
tering. In this report, we show the result of a commis-
sioning experiment aiming at the establishment of a
proton tracking method and the evaluation for two-
neutron detection with a very low decay energy by
simulation.
Figure 1 shows a schematic view of HIME, composed

of 48 bars of plastic scintillator modules, each of which
has a size of 2 cm(T)×4 cm(V)×100 cm(H). HIME
has five layers, and three pieces of thin plastic scin-
tillator modules are equipped to veto charged-particle
backgrounds.

Fig. 1. Schematic view of HIME. Each module of HIME is

coupled to two phototubes at both ends to obtain the

light-output and timing information. A half of VETO

modules is drawn.1)

The commissioning experiment was carried out as
a parasitic run of SAMURAI 20, 27, and 36. Details
are described in Ref. 2). Figure 2 shows examples of
tracks obtained by the recoil proton tracking analy-
sis. We could successfully establish a proton tracking
technique for the first time.
The performance of the proton tracking analysis for

eliminating neutron crosstalk background was evalu-
ated by GEANT4 simulation for two-neutron detection
in the decay of 26O into 24O+2n (Erel = 18 keV3)).
This is one of the most difficult cases because the two
neutrons are emitted in a small angle. Figure 3 shows
the relative energy spectrum after eliminating neutron
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crosstalk background by a conventional method de-
scribed in Ref. 4) (blue) and by the proton tracking
analysis (red). The proton tracking method yields a
detection efficiency that is 1.5 times higher than that
with the conventional method. The simulated relative
energy resolution is 30 keV (FWHM), which is much
better than that in a previous experiment (∆Erel =
110 keV3)). These results show that the proton track-
ing analysis of HIME is a powerful method for two-
neutron detection, and the proton tracking method can
be applied to the detection of more than two neutrons
in the future.
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Fig. 2. Examples of recoil proton tracks in which two tracks

by two neutrons are observed. The beam is along the Z

direction, and X and Y correspond to the hit position

in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.

Each dot corresponds to a hit position. The red and

blues dots show each track. The green dot is a hit

regarded as background.
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Fig. 3. Relative energy spectrum of 26O. The high-energy

tail in the blue histogram originates from the remain-

ing crosstalk, which is not removed by conventional

crosstalk analysis.
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